A Novel Motion Detection Approach Based on the Improved ViBe Algorithm
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Abstract: Ghost elimination is considered as a vital phase towards the moving object detection problem. Despite all the
efforts of the existing methods have been made so far, finding an accurate and fast computational approach to solve ghost
elimination is still a challenging problem for moving detection. In this paper, we propose a novel motion detection
approach based on the ViBe algorithm. We employ the weighted window to select the dynamic adaptive optimal
parameter for the ViBe model firstly. After that, the model integrates the inter-frame difference algorithm to accelerate
the process of the ghost elimination. Experiment results show that our approach can detect the moving objects in
real-time and get the higher accuracy result in the comparisons with the existing approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

Automatic video analysis system is more and importance
recently with the rapidly development of economy and the
uncontrolled urbanization. It started from the public security
demand is widely used in field of the public security and
auto-navigation of car or airplane, and so on. During the
real-time video surveillance realization, to separate the
foreground and background from video frame is became
first stage for the real-time system realization. The motion
detection algorithm can be divided into six categories; the
optical flow [1-2], frame difference[3,4], background
subtraction[5-10], cluster analysis[11], image segmentation[12-13]
and point detection[14-15] method, respectively. The frame
difference and background subtraction algorithms among
them are widely used algorithm at present, because to do not
the prior knowledge about the surveillance place. GMM
algorithm that models each background pixel by using of a
few of the Gaussian distribution is background subtraction
algorithm [5-6]. And then, for new pixel, GMM is starting to
search that new pixel value is matched to one of a few
Gaussian distribution, isn’t. By the search result, new pixel
is estimated as foreground or background pixel. Its
advantage is that extracted result is very exact. The
dis-advantage is, because to demand the probability
calculation for each pixel, the operation speed is very slow.
The codebook algorithm is also the moving detection
algorithm based on background subtraction [7,8].
According to situation of the color and luminance, the
training patterns of pixels are clustered on by this algorithm.
Sample background pixel values at each pixel are quantized
into codebooks which represent a compressed form of
background model for a long image sequence. The
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codebook representation is efficient in memory, and
because to do not calculate the probability, its’ speed is very
fast. Generally, the background image accuracy by this
algorithm is a little lower than that by GMM. Finally, let’s
introduce the frame difference algorithm. This uses the
difference between the current frame and previous frame on
the image sequence, and each pixel on the current frame is
estimated as background pixel or foreground pixel with
gained difference. This algorithm advantage is very simple
and has the low computational complexity. But, this
algorithm can only extract the contour of motion object. In
this paper, to realize the real-time motion detection, we
selected the ViBe algorithm that has better shake-resistance
and real-time than another, and improved a few its drawback.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the initial ViBe algorithm. In section 3, we present
the principles and methods of our improved ViBe.
Experiments are provided in Section 4, and Section 5
concludes this paper.
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Fig. 1 the comparison between a pixel value and sample value
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Related Work

The initial ViBe(Visual Background Extractor) is motion
detection algorithm based on non-parameter random sample
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model[9,10]. In this algorithm, the background models for
each pixel are initialize on the basis of first frame, and then,
by using of matching performance between each
background model and corresponding pixel on the next
frame, each pixel on next frame estimated as background or
foreground pixel. This algorithm are divided into 3 stages;
initial stage, matching stage and updating stage for
background model[10].
2.1 The Initialization of Background Model for Each
Pixel
Each background model are made of 20 background
sample values for each pixel, background samples are
random- repeatedly selected from 9 pixels around each
pixel.
2.2 The Background Pixel Estimation for Each Pixel on
Next Frame
In this algorithm, the background estimation is started
from next frame. In the C1 , C2 color space, we denote

v x as the value of pixel x, and SR v x as the sphere of
radius R around v x . Then the current pixel belongs to

extended to background by two samples, but elimination
speed is very slow. As you can see in Fig. 3, when the ghost
began to generate, the result image by initial ViBe and the
result image by the frame difference method are
approximately equal. This is different from Fig. 2 where the
actual foreground is completely separated from the ghost.
We brought inspirations from this picture, and decided to
remove the ghost pixel by using the frame difference
algorithm.
For the fast ghost elimination, we use own characteristic
of this algorithm. Once we find ghost pixel, and its pixel
value is inserted into its own background model, the
probability that current pixel belongs to background is very
high. To find the ghost pixel, we used the frame difference
method. The detail method is as following. If the difference
between a pixel value on current frame and the
corresponding pixel value on previous frame exists within
the certain limit, this point can be regarded as the candidate
ghost pixel. To consider the difference between the
non-ghost pixel generated by slow moving and the exact
ghost pixel, after certain number of sequent frame, that pixel
is still remaining candidate ghost status, it is finally
estimated as the exact ghost pixel. It can be written as
following equation (1).

foreground or background pixel according to the number of
samples contained in sphere.(See Fig. 1)
2.3 The Background Model Updating
The updating method of each background model is as
following. Once a pixel belongs to background, a random
sample in model has to be substituted as that pixel value.
And, meanwhile have to insert that pixel value into model of
random one among neighboring pixels around that pixel. It
is called subsampling.
This algorithm representation has fast operation speed,
accurate detection result, and robustness against the noise
and illumination variation[16]. But, when we use this
algorithm, the ghost is often appeared by its own
characteristic.

3

The Improved ViBe Algorithm

3.1 Ghost Elimination
ViBe algorithm often generates the ghost by its own
characteristic. Fig. 2 shows the ghost appearance in the
result of the ViBe algorithm.

Fig. 2 The ghost appearance in the motion detection result by
using of ViBe algorithm.

In ViBe algorithm, once the model contains at least two
right background pixels value among own samples, the a
miss-estimated pixel as foreground (i.e. ghost pixel) can be
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Fig. 3 The generation of initial ghost.

For the fast ghost elimination, we use own characteristic
of this algorithm. Once we find ghost pixel, and its pixel
value is inserted into its own background model, the
probability that current pixel belongs to background is very
high. To find the ghost pixel, we used the frame difference
method. The detail method is as following. If the difference
between a pixel value on current frame and the
corresponding pixel value on previous frame exists within
the certain limit, this point can be regarded as the candidate
ghost pixel. To consider the difference between the
non-ghost pixel generated by slow moving and the exact
ghost pixel, after certain number of sequent frame, that pixel
is still remaining candidate ghost status, it is finally
estimated as the exact ghost pixel. It can be written as
following equation (1).

TOS x


°TOS x  1, if d x d Td
®
0,
else
°̄

(1)

where, TOS x is counter for the candidate ghost pixel
estimation of pixel x, Td is the preset threshold value,
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d x is difference between pixel values as mentioned
above.
3.2 Self-adaption Model Parameter
We find that the use of radius leads to excellent result in
every situation [10]. In ViBe algorithm, the greater the size
of , the more pixels on the frame belong to background
pixel. Instead, the more little the size of , the greater pixels
on frame belong to foreground pixel. By using of standard
deviation of background model for each pixel, according to
sample change, Droogenbroeck et al. have been calculated
the dynamic size of , which is limited from 20 to 40[18].
This dedicates to enhance the accuracy of foreground
image, but it leads to large amount of debasement in
processing rate. In our many experiments, in processing
rate, it drops down to even 1/4 of initial algorithm.
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Fig. 4 The weighted window for the adapting parameter

For improving the initial ViBe performance, we assume
as following. In case of perfect algorithm, it has to do not
affect the interest foreground pixel, meanwhile, belong to
background pixel for non-interest foreground pixel. And, in
the viewpoint of region size, the region formed by the
interest foreground pixels is generally big, but region by
non-interest foreground pixel is little and its region is often
formed by blinking pixel. To guaranty the demand in
processing rate, the our dynamic model parameter is
designed as following. The status of treated pixels on frame
certainly influences on the estimation result of a current
pixel. Therefore, we decided this characteristic of
non-interest foreground pixel. To realize these, according to
the bit-wise distance between treating pixel and treated
pixel, we set the influence on treating pixel of treated pixel.
The influence degree is as following Fig. 4, that is, far
treated pixel from treating pixel, more small its influence .
In view of processing rate, the influence scale of treated
pixels is designed as 3 u 3 , the sum of cells in this weight
window is about 1, the position of treating pixel is
right-most lower corner. Unlike in literature[18], the size of
R is limited from 2 to 20. Thus, if the convolution between
this weighted window and binary state of corresponding
treated pixel around treating pixel is equal about 1, R 2 ,
otherwise, if the convolution is equal 0.3, R 20 . The
following equations shows this processing.
T W B
(2)

where, W is weighted window, B is matrix by
corresponding treated pixels(for exact detection about
motion object, the treating pixel status is assumed as 1),
is convolution operator. And, by using the equation
(3), the size of R is calculated for corresponding
treating pixel by using linear relation between R and T ,
as in literature[18].
R

4

25.7  T  27.7

(3)

Experiment

The experiments is divided into three parts: we show our
result of ghost elimination to verify our proposed the
approach at first. After that, the adaptive ViBe model is
utilized to select the optimal parameter R . Finally, we
compares our final results with that of the existing methods.
The accuracy for gained binary result image is estimated by
using of 3 factors, recall, precision and their harmonic mean,
the F-Measure, respectively[17]. These expressions is as
following equation (4) - (6).
# correctly classified foreground pixels
recall
(4)
# foreground pixels in GT
precision

# correctly classified foreground pixels
# pixels classfied as foreground

(5)

recall  precision
(6)
recall  precision
To improve the effect of our method, the two result image
produced by initial ViBe and our improved ViBe were
compared by 3 factors above mentioned. In our
experiments, under the many of environment and for the
variable size of frame (i.e. 320 u 240 , 360 u 240 ,
640 u 480 ), the experiments were compared. For the initial
ViBe, we used the parameter values mentioned in
literature[10], i.e. N 20 , R 20 , #min 2 and I 16 .
F

2

4.1 Part I: the Result of Ghost Elimination
Fig. 5 shows the ghost elimination effect in 360 u 240
result images produced by initial ViBe and our method
respectively. In the picture, the image from first to fourth
column show 607th, 667th, 717th and 767th images among
images before and after process, respectively.
The images on second row and third row show the result
images produced by initial and our algorithm, respectively.
As you can see in Fig. 6, the ghost elimination speed by our
algorithm is faster than initial algorithm. In view of
processing rate, for the 360 u 240 sequent frame, the initial
and our algorithm have 43 and 41 in frame per second (fps),
respectively. And, Fig. 6 graphically shows the number of
ghost pixel on each result frame produced by initial and our
algorithm, respectively.
4.2 Part II: the Result of the Adaptive ViBe Model
Fig. 7 shows the effect by using of adapting threshold
model parameter R . This frame is under the complex
environment, i.e. many of the blinking pixels by fountain
and leafs, these blinking pixels are non-interest pixels. The
(a), (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 7 are the original frame, grand
truth image, and result image by initial and our improved
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ViBe, respectively. As you can see in Fig. 7, for all of region
on the original frame, because the initial ViBe algorithm
used fixed model parameter R , many of non-interest pixels
are detected on result image. In the case of our improved

algorithm, many of non-interest pixels are removed on the
result image by using of adapting threshold parameter R .

Fig. 5 The compare of ghost elimination effect by initial and improved ViBe algorithm
1th row – sequence image 2th row – initial ViBe 3th row – improved ViBe

Table 1 Precision of initial and improved ViBe algorithm
Frame Number

Fixed parameter

Adapting parameter

733

0.862

0.878

735

0.870

0.884

737

0.867

0.885

739

0.886

0.871

741

0.881

0.889

743

0.907

0.955

Table 2 Recall of initial and improved ViBe algorithm
Fig. 6 The number of ghost pixels on the each result frames
produced by two method respectively

Frame Number
733

0.598

0.634

Table 1 and 2 show a part of evaluation result by equation
(4) and (5), and Fig. 8 shows a part of evaluation result by
equation (6). As you can see in table 1 and 2, the precision
and recall by our algorithm are little higher than initial
algorithm. For F-measure, our algorithm is little higher than
the initial ViBe.

735

0.608

0.639

737

0.618

0.647

739

0.604

0.645

741

0.624

0.648

743

0.622

0.644

Fixed parameter Adapting parameter

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 7 Result images by initial and improved ViBe algorithm
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4.1 Comparison with the Existing Methods

Fig. 8 Comparison chart of F-measure of initial and improved
ViBe algorithm

We applied our improved ViBe method to the natural
video. The following Fig. 9 shows the extracted background
result frames by our improved ViBe, the initial ViBe and
GMM algorithm, respectively. Fig.10 shows the accuracy
analysis results on result frames by three of the factors.
As shown in Fig. 10, the difference between tree of factors is
not great at recall value, but performance of our proposed
method is very good at the precision and F-measure.
Further, for the captured actual video data, our method is
more faster than GMM at FPS. Certainly, the performance
of GMM often depends on GMM’s model parameter, its
biggest weakness is the real-time. In Fig. 11, we illuminated
the real-time of different method, as initial ViBe, ViBe by
using of variance of the each pixel's background model[18],
GMM and our method.

Fig. 9 Result images by initial and improved ViBe algorithm: 1th row - Original frame; 2th row - Initial ViBe; 3th row – Improved ViBe;
4th row – GMM

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 10 The Result Analysis by the initial ViBe, the improved ViBe and GMM algorithm.
(a) Recall Value (b) Precision Value (c) F-Measure
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detection[C]//Image and Graphics, 2007. ICIG 2007. Fourth
International Conference on. IEEE, 2007: 519-523.
[4] Collins R. A system for video surveillance and

monitoring: VSAM final report[R]. Pittsburgh, Peen,
America: Carnegie Melon University, 2000.

Fig. 11 The Real-time Analysis by the initial ViBe, the ViBe on
the literature[18], the our improved ViBe and GMM algorithm.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

During the realization of the moving detection system,
the most important factors are the real-time and the
precision. Generally, the FPS of video data captured by
camera is about 25~30fps. Under the circumstance of
variable size and environment, many of the experiment
results show that our method does not greatly drop down the
real-time performance and the results achieved by this
method are better than initial ViBe. Generally, the resolution
of frame influences the real-time detection of system. In our
experiments, for 640 u 480 frame, initial ViBe and our
improved ViBe have about 20fps and 13fps, respectively.
But, for 360 u 240 frame, these have about 70fps and 60fps,
respectively. Thus, our method can be used to realize the
real-time motion detection for about 360 u 240 frame.
Especially, because of our method has both the ghost
elimination and adapting model parameter function, it can
be effectively contributed to enhancing the accuracy of the
motion detection.
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